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Law Wives
The activities of the Loyola
Law Wives first fall season were
well received and plans are now
being formula ted for the new
semester. Many suggestions and
ideas were discussed at a special
meeting called by Mrs. John
Goddard, president of the Lawyers Wives of Los Angeles last
October. The board members
from U.C.L.A., U.S.C. & Loyola
Law Schools attended this meeting at Mrs. Goddard's home in
order to discuss our programs.
and projects for the coming
year.
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Employment Tips
Offered to Seniors
Mr. Owen G. Fiore, Associate
in Law on the Loyola Faculty,
on December 10 and 12, conducted a seminar for the benefit of the class of '63 on proper
approaches to securing employment after graduation.
Mr. Fiore pointed out the importance of providing the prospective employer with a thorough resume prior to the time
of the interview. By so doing,
he added, the party granting
the interview has had the opportunity to become familiar
with the qualifications of the
candidate, and, can devote the
interview to becoming personally acquainted and to raising
additional questions about the
applicant's
qualifications and
interests.

Our November meeting at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Powers was most interesting
and enjoyable and we all extend
our thanks to the Powers tor
their warm hospitality and for
being our guest speakers.
LOYOLA LAW SCHOOL ANNUAL DANCE will be held at the
Coffee and coo k i e s were
S.heraton-West
Hotel, 2961 vvilshire Blvd, Hollywood, from 8:30
served to both the day and night
til I :00 on Friday, January 18, with Verne Boyer and his orchestra
law students on December 17th
Mr. Fiore said that prospecplaying for dancing in the Wedgewood
and Regency rooms.
and this was a huge success tive employers are not imAdmission is free to all students, alumni, faculty and friends of
thanks to Mrs. Charles Ibold pressed with an applicant who
the law school. No bids are necessary for admission.
and her committee. It was our appears to be too ready to fore"Christmas
present"
to the go the kind of position he has
school, along with a tree which said interests him; candor is
we decora ted and placed by the apparently appreciated.
front desk.
It was further stressed by Mr.
Our Legal Aid project for the
JUdicial Inefficiency
Fiore that a measure of deThe Loyola Moot Court Com- fall semester was to collect toys corum should be maintained by
Not Tolerated
mittee has announced that pre- and clothing for the nursery. We the applicant during the inter3
Justice T. C. Clark
liminary rounds of oral argu- want to thank all the girls who view despite the apparent casTax Planning of a
ment in the Scott Moot Court donated to this worthy cause, ualness of the party conducting
Business Transaction
Competition will be held on the and we received a wonderful sur- it. And a thank-you note for
5
Donald W. Cowen
first Saturdays of the Spring prise just before Christmas. Mr. the time consumed in conductTo Kill or Not to Kill
Semester. This year's problem Ross .Guzzo, manager of the toy ing the interview is something
Thalidomide Babies
is based on a federal aid to edu- department of Sears, Roebuck
that is appreciated.
. -CalJ. Society
cation statute. It has already & Co. in Torrance, donated apMake a Choice?
been distributed and written proximately 135 toys to us for
Blackstone's
briefs have been filed. The Le- 'the nursery. These gifts were
2
Commentaries
S,E:NIOR BROCHURE
gal Writing Professors are pres- decorated and identified at a
ently grading the briefs. The "gift wrapping party" at the
Senior Placement Brochures
participants'
performance
lin home of Mrs. Samuel Meyerhoff,
were distributed to alumni,
the orals will be determined by our Legal Aid chairman, on De- seniors, local law firms and
APPO:INT DEAN
three judges with equal weight cember 12th, and they were pregovernmental agencies I a s t
J. Rex Dibble has been apbeing given to the grades on sented to the Legal Aid nursery
month. The 2000 copies conpointed- dean of the Law the briefs.
just in time for Christmas.
tained pictures and biographiSchool effective Dec. 15. Mr.
. -BARBARA SOLOMON cal sketches of the candidates
The preliminary oral arguDibble has been acting dean
for graduation in June of
ments will be held at the Law
since .1960 and now succeeds School, with the finals at the who are unable to participate
1963. Senior Carl Lowthorp
the late Sayre MacNeil as County Courthouse. Both are this year are also invited to was in charge of this, the second annual senior brochure.
open to the public. Students attend ..
dean.

In This lssue

N,ew Moot Court
Rounds B·egin

Alumni - Student Dance January 18
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President's Message
By JOSEPH
Now that tranquility has been restored to the political arena
'and the laurel wreaths have been pressed down upon the brows
of the victors and sprigs of olive extended to the vanquished,
the organism of government is functioning at an accelerated
tempo, to make up for the time consumed in our competitive
democracy, in measuring the fitness of the various candidates
contending for public office....
RAY
ROB E R T S, '48,
chose the rough route to initiate a judicial career. He
filed for a vacant spot in the Los Angeles Judicial District, as did not a few other aspirants to the ermine. . . . He
finished at the top of the list ... in the run-off it was the survival of the fightest ....
Ray won in a walk-as
they say in
the Santa Anita Judicial District ... thereby acquiring for himself the mantle of judicial valor, an attractive stipend, and some
sort of a first or a near first .... Rarely, if ever, has it happened
that the ascent to judicial eminence has been started by the vote
of the electorate .... A note from JUD TAYLOR, '42, on
the letterhead of Western Air Lines is pretty good evddence that
Jud is bringing a lot of law into his executive position and doing
a whale of a job as a working Vice President ....
BILL JENNINGS, '50, is performing valiantly as general counsel of the
corporate organization
Bill started law at Tennessee and
came West to Loyola
where he was graduated ....
The "Go
West" advice of Horace Greely, surely paid off for BILL JENNINGS. He's now nothing else but all Western ....
BOB DICKERMAN, '49, set the pattern of combining law and business
early in his law school days ....
An entrepreneur of the first
order, he had the wisdom of the eminent Walter Henry Cook
on contracts so well organized, synopsized, digested, predigested
and concentrated ...
in fact, a bird's-egg view of the entire
course ...
that it was a must for anyone who aspired to get
above a gentleman's "C." ...
Today, after twenty years of
valiant service, it is a collector's item. . .. Few of that era can
forget the occasion when the Great Man was pressing a beginning student quite severely on a point particularly knotty: the
youth responded with the accuracy and detail of an Aggeler
Placque Winner. . . . The G.M. was so impressed that he asked,
"and where did you come by such brilliance?" "Dickerman on
Contracts," was his reply. Small wonder then that when the
going business of which he was corporate counsel stood sorely
in need of a chief executive, the members of the Board started
scouring about for a President, found Dickerman 'in a rear office,
and without more ado proceeded to move him into the front office. . . . WILLIAM H. ROUNDTREE, '56, after receiving the
fullness of legal training, gowned and hooded with the honors
of Academe, rushed back to Florida to make his native state
the beneficiary of his training ....
Supplementing an active
practice with an interest in land development, subdiving, that
is ... after all, he's in Florida and a native in the bargain ....
To demonstrate his versatility and confirm his superior citizenship, he tossed his Stetson into the political ring, to represent a
newly created Congressional District ...
With Floridian politics
in a state of flux, he made a superior showing, superior enough,
that is, to be encouraged to try again ....
Recent reports from
Maricopa County, Arizona.c=county seat, Phoenix,-confirm
the
opinion we expressed of him when he started on a career of
public service two years ago. . . . Then he was making a bid for
the office of County Attorney ....
His success is now an interesting historical item ....
How could it be otherwise in the case
of a man like CHARLIE RONAN, '39, ...
honest, competent,
with sympathetic understanding, a dedicated public servant.
... After two years in office he became so thoroughly entrenched
he couldn't be shaken loose from the job ....
The result was
that this year the election developed into a popularity contest
for Charlie and a rout for his opponent ....
JIM BRICE, '31,
man-about-town when he's based in this area-Hollywood
and
Vine-is
at the moment man-at-large and in an extravagant
way. . . . Reliable sources reveal he's covering the European
capitals-Moscow not included ....
Right now he's heading for
Rome where he'll complete his mission in time for the close of
the first session of the Second Vatican Council.

c.

BARRON

The year is half over but a few events of interest remain.
The Loyola Bar Association
sponsors the annual
Alumni Dance which will take place on January 18, 1963,
at the Shearton-West Hotel in Los Angeles. The semi-formal
event is open to all students, alumni, faculty and friends of
Loyola Law School. All those planning to attend are urged
to bring suitable identification ~
. .
in order to promote the sound Loyola Bar AssoCI~t1on m~st
public policy expressed in the b~ selected. More information
Alcoholic Beverage Con t r 0 1 WIll appear as the date draws
laws of the soverign State of near.
California.
Mike Conlon seThere is is an opportunity
cured the location and the for Loyola students to particiband, Al Spire and Tom Stock- pate in national
committee
ard are responsible for the pub- work in the American Law
licity. The dance is designed to Stu den t s Association. The
give alumni a chance to see Student
Bar
Activities
is
old friends and meet the cur- chaired by Gene Bambic, Unirent law students.
versity of San Diego, School of
The Newsletter, suggested by Law, and he would appreciate
Ed Siegel and written by Jack help in several priority projKilleen, has presented several ects which include financing
upcoming programs planned by the Student, Bar, Student Bar
the Bar Association. The Spring and its role in relation to the
Social scheduled at the Brew- rest of the law school comery for February 16, a Satur- munity, honor systems, student
day evening, a public affairs courts, public relations
and
seminar, and the opportunity other areas of study by the
Ifor Loyola students to partici- ALSA. Applications for mempate in the ALSA Regional con- bership on the committee or
venti on to be held in March at requests for further informaUCLA, are the noteworthy ma- tion should be made to Norm
jor-events.--ff the snrdents=are Narwitz, ALSA representative,
interested .in any or all of these or Joe Barron, Student Bar
programs, they should commun- President.
icate this interest to their class
Miss Lauralea Trisler, Phi
representatives.
The student Delta Delta Representative, is
bar is not irrevocably committed scheduling events for female law
to any of these projects. Un- students which will give them
less there is some expression a picture of women in the pracof student support the Board, tice of law. Interested students
will conserve its energy for are urged to contact Lauralea
other activities.
.
and express their- interest areas.·
. Interested
students
should Miss Trisler has available, in
consider becoming involved in addition to her Phi Delta Delta
the upcoming Student Bar Elec- resources, the services of the
tions which will be held on American Law Student AssociaSaturday, April 6, at the -law tion in the programming for
school. Each class, both day women law students.
and evening, is represented by
The coffee machine project
two members 'on the Board of is about ready to go out to
Bar Governors. In addition- the bid. Probably some action will
President, Vice-President, Sec- be forthcoming
durmg
the
retary and Treasurer of the spring semester here.

CAROLYN M. FRLAN
Editor-in·Chief

THOMAS L. McDONALD
Executive Editor

NORMAN S. NARWITZ
Assistant to Editor
CONTRIBUTORS:
Joseph .Barron, Burton Katz, William
Rylaarsdam,
John Killeen, Carl Lowthrop, Edwin Siegel, Will,iam Keese.
CIRCULATION:
James R. Me-ad
Opinions expressed in the Loyola Digest are those of the writers and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Loyola Dige-st, the University, the Law School or the Student Bar Association.
Pe-rmission is given for reproduction of any part of an article appearing herein, pr-ovided, that credit is given to both the Loyola Digest
and the author of the' article.
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From The
Editor's Desk
In law school, it is often easy
to forget the practical aspects
of our profession and become
immersed in "book-law." The
Fall issue of SUI JURIS, Boston
College Law Schook Newspaper,
reports that the class in Criminal Law Seminar has been visiting correctional institutions to
acquaint the students with the
rehabilitation
efforts of the
state. It would seem that any
efforts along this line would
makie the transition from classroom to c 0 u r t roo m a lot
smoother. . . . Due to the publicity in the last DIGEST concerning the Senior Placement
Brochures, the U.S. Department
of Interior has requested, and
received, two copies of the publi~ation. Senior Carl Lowthorp
did an outstanding job in chairmaning the committee that
planned the brochure. . . . Professor Cowen, a new addition to
Our ranks of full-time faculty
members, has given a very detailed explanation of one phase
of tax planning. His knowledge
of problems and solutions incident to tax matters is enviably
recorded here. . . . Don't forget
the Law School Dance on January 18 at the Sheraton - West
Hotel. Alumni have the opportunity to meet the present students and re-new old friendShips. The dance is free and
everyone is invited. See you
there? ... The Pro-Con article
for this Issue is admittedly controversial and necessarily contains some comments adverse
to your own ideas of morality.
Seniors Burt Katz and Bill Rylaarsdam have aptly covered
the problem in the small space
alloted to them and we only regret that such a limitation was
n.eoessary. . . .' Our appreciation
goes to Justice Tom C. Clark
who took time out of his very
busy schedule to write fOorthe
DIGEST. His Committee for
the Effective Administration of
Justice is making in-roads into
analyzing and solving some of
the difficulties experienced in
expediting legal matters. . .. In
the March issue of DIGEST
look for an article by United
States Attorney Francis Whalen
on Federal practice; also, "The
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JUDICIAL INEFFICIENCY NOr TOLERATED
JUSTICE TOM C. CLARK
Supreme Court of the United States
I take the liberty of the kind invitation of your editor, to say a few words about the
Committee for the Effective Administration
of Justice ..
Not long ago, Dean Robert F. Drinan, S. J. of Boston College Law School said: "The
oath of a lawyer means that he promises to society, calling God. as his witness that he
will act as his client's fiduciary, in which cap acity he is the trustee of the legal ~nd moral
legacy which belongs as of right to all thos e citizens whom he serves.
"...
How can the toleration. <e>+------------.
--------------of j u d i cia I inefficiency be stantive challenges of the past K. Kellogg Foundation, Battle
equared with the solemn cove- and future. John Q. Public is Creek, Michigan, supplemented
nants which a lawyer has made apathetic until he gets caught by a $10,000 grant from the
with man, God and his own con- up in the anachronistic machin- Rockefeller Foundation, and
science? Judicial Inefficiency ery of the law and then he contributions or services from
utters an understanding "curse the American Bar Association,
not merely wastes the taxpay- on both your houses" to the the American Judicature Socieers' money, not only alienates lawyers and the judges.
ty, the American Bar Foundation, and other cooperating orthe public from the bench and
Failure of Judges and
ganizations.
The Association of
the bar but-far
more imporLawyers
American Law Schools is a valtantly - the presence and the
The truth about it is that ued member of the Joint Comdaily condonation of judicial inpresent
dissatisfaction" mittee.
efficiency silences and corrupts "the
the consciences of the judges, with the administration of jusAimed at State Trial
tice can be laid at the door of
Courts
the judges and the I a w y e r s
The purpose of the program,
themselves. They have failed to
give substance to the preamble which has been dubbed "Projto the American Bar Associa- ect Effective Justice," is to
tion's "Canons of Ethics" where- bring about more effective jusin it is held to be the duty of tice through improvements in
the legal profession to promote the judicial system. It ds beamed
the "absolute confidence" of the at the state trial courts. The
public "in the integrity and im- Joint Committee brings together
partiality" of the administration into one massive operation the
former duplicative efforts. of the
of justice.
various organizations in the
I hasten to add that many field. Some seventeen organizajudge'S, lawyers and law schools tions=-all working on judicial
have now hit the trail and are administration projects- have
JUSTICE TOM C. CLARK
showing a revival of interest In banded themselves together inthe lawyers, and the court per- judicial improvement. In truth to the Joint Committee to carsonnel who live and work amid there has been much hard work ry on an all-out effort to solve
the compromises known to all done and considerable progress the problems now confronting
of them. There is nothing more made on the appellate level. the effective administration of
corrosive of conscience and de- And, in the federal system, justice.
structive of integrity than the much has been accomplished
The Joint Committee drew on
guilty knowledge that we tol- toward the modernization of the
the national experience by enjudicial
process.
Interest
in
the
erate each day-through
fear
listing, as Committee members,
or apathy-conditions
which we state courts of general [urisdicdistinguished trial and appellate
tion
has
apparently
been
accenknow should be and could be
judges, practicing
attorneys,
tuated
of
late
because
of
the
corrected."
leaders
in
legal
education,
court
backlog of cases which has. conTo this I add "amen!" The gested the dockets of the metro- and bar administrators, and directors of the great reform orgood Dean is as right as rain. politan courts.
ganizations - all individuals of
There was never S0' much to do
It might be said that the national stature. Together, they
and so few willing to do dt.
Lawyers. are busy with their present revival started back in set about to' chart their goal
practice - after all they, too, 1957 with the organization with- and their course.
must make a living. And most in the judge's section of the
The minimum standards of
judges are so busily engaged in American Bar Association of the judicial administration proposed
the trial of cases tha:t they have "National Conference of State by the Joint Committee as its
no time to develop an improved Trial' Judges." Emphasis, how- goal, recognize that effective
methodology in their disposi- ever, has certainly been forth- justice may be attained in the
tion. Law schools are busy open- coming from the united effort, courts only when judicial procing young minds to the sub- begun in August, 1961, of the esses are:
Associa.tions, Societies and Institutes now operating under the I. Fairly Administered
Pitfalls of Advising Joint Ten- Joint Committee for the Effec- Without Delay
ancy" by Arthur BOlWIl1an,
As- tive Administration of Justice.
With all litigants, indigent
sociate Counsel of Title Insur- The program is financed by a
grant of $348,000 from the W.
ance Company.
(Continued on page 4)
Joint
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methods of selecting judges, im- trial judges themselves. Through
provsment in the jury system, their National Conference of
(Continued from page 3)
rule making by the courts, dis- State Trial Judges they have
and otherwise, and especially covery and pretrial procedure, been an integral and most imThe
gay holiday
season,
those charged with crime, rep- improvement of trial practice portant part of the Joint Com- topped off by traditional parties
resented by competent counsel, and improved techniques In the mittee program. Indeed, it might in both fraternities, climaxed
disposition of cases. The Com- be said that without the co- a highly successful fraternity
II. By Competent Judges
mittee then edits and compiles operation of the National Con- year.
Selected through non-political
Phi Delta Phi held their
methods based on merit,
special reading materials cov- ferenoe the program would have
yearly Christmas blast at the
In sufficient number to carry ering aspects of each topic chos- little effectiveness.
beautiful horne of Jim Conkey
en, drawing upon the experience
the load,
on December 22. It was a memLaw School Participation
orable Saturday night for such
Adequately compensated, with of other states on the problem.
Resource personnel, i.e., experts
Likewise the Law Schools have stalwart party goers as VinCE)
fair retirement benefits,
on
each
of
the
topics,
are
Inbeen
most generous in not only Stefano, Mike Bagdasarian, Tom
With security of tenure, subject to' an expeditious method vited to' participate as discussion solving the Joint Committee's Girardi' and their dates. EnjDYleaders.
seminar space problems but in ing the carolling were Mr. and
of removal for cause,
loaning us the expert counsel Mrs. Ed Peters, Bill Keese, Carl
In small groups, the judges
and advice of their law profes- Lowthorp and all the brothers
m. Operating In A Modern
discuss among themselves, the
sors. In every seminar the law and guests who had gathered to
Court System
specific techniques which they professor has played an imporcelebrate 'a year of achievement.
Simple in structure, without employ. The expert on the topic'tant
role as participant or rePhi Alpha Delta had their
overlapping jurisdictions or mul- assigned would, after finishing por t €'T. I n thiIS connec tiIOn I h ave
first annual Christmas Party at
with one group, exchange with for many years taken the untiple appeals,
the Riviera Country Club on
Businesslike in management
Saturday, December 15, where
~~~~~~: &Oos~~~onbeth~~r~h:c;~~
with non-judicial duties per- J~:de~~:'~i~~U~~~~e~fg;~~~~~
members from Loyola, USC and
so on-until
formed by a competent admin- topic with it-and
in the improvement of judicial UCLA' wined and dined until
all groups have conducted full
istrative staff,
discussions on each of the sem- administration. I adhere to' that the break OIfdawn. A turnout
With practical methods for inar topics. Law school deans or view and am happy to note that of close to 600 people made this
they are doing just that more affair the most highly attended
equalizing the judicial w 0 I' k
professors act as reporters for and more each day. Only a flew
event Q1fany local chapter. The
load,
each topic and, at the conclusion
days past the Association of success of the party was due
With an annual conference of
of the seminar, present a final American Law Schools and the chiefly to the work' of Larry
the judges fOT the purpose of report to the entire assembly.
Joint Committee have organized Kates and his party-planning
appraising
and improving
juIn this way each group Is made a committee of six members to committee.
dicial techniques and adminis- aware of the similarities and
work out the modus operandi
Seen at the buffet line were
tration,
differences between its approach
for an all out joint program. The connousiers
Norm N a r wi t z,
IV. Under Simple And Efficient to each problem and the ap- importance of this cannot be Walt Klein and Mike Korney
preach of other groups, These underestimated.
Rules of Procedure
with their dates; sampling the
tributed for the permanent refturkey and ham were Mr. and
Designed to encourage ad- erence of all the judges.
Long before we reach our
Mrs.
Bob· Solomon and the
vance trial preparation,
charter goal of "effective jusFrank Kings (all four of them).
So far, the Joint Committee
Eliminate the element of surtice" in all of the states thouhas been joined in 12 state or
While dinner was being served,
prise,
sands of present-day law sturegional seminars and one metthe sounds of the famous USC
Facilitate the ascertainment ropolitan seminar by a I m 0 s t dents will be in the practice and steel drums w ere
echoing
on the bench. If they are taught
of the truth,
1000 judges from 30 states.
through the halls. Floyd Aranow the procedural fundamen- gon, Don Bachman,
Reduce the expense of litigaArnold
tals necessary to obtain "effec- Freed, Chuck Finney, and DenOn
November
30th
and
Detion,
tive justice" in the COUJ1ts,
they nie Brody didn't let this interAnd expedite the administra- cember Lst, a special seminar
was conducted for members of will be ready to Intelligently aid rupt them, however, as they
tion of justice.
the largest trial court of gen- in attaining those procedures and their dates had seconds. of
Concentrating, as I have said, eral jurisdiction in the country after graduation. Moreover, by spaghetti and salad. Keeping
upon the state trial courts, the -the 12(} judge Superior Court arousing their interest in the step tOi the latest Bosa Nova
Joint Committee has chosen, as Df Los Angeles County. From modernization of judicial admin- may seem hard fOil' some, but
its course, the design and exe- this seminar, in one of the best istration they will learn the ,im-' Lou and J~inda Berstein, Ed and
cutiQonof state and regional sem- run, if nOitthe best run, metro- pDrtance of efficient techni,ques Joy Siegel and Marty and Betty
inars for state trial judges. On pDlitan court systems in the in the rtrial of cases. I am most. Huntoon seemed tOi twist away
request-and
I emphasize that country, the' Joint Committee pleased with the action of the the hOlurs.
the Joint Committee only en- ga,ined much valuable experi- AALS in this regard.
Regrets that Mr. and Mrs.
ters a state on request - the ence in programming for the
I know that the members of. Mike Malon~y and the Dick
Committee staff ga.-thers: pre- busy metropolitan judge whiere
the Joint Committee would want Moomaus had to leave so early,
liminary materials, discusses the problems are Dften different in
me to say that it is our purpose but the baby sitter had to be
nature of the problems wit h scope from those of his fellow
to stimulate enthusiasm for the rescued. With the turnout S0'
leaders in the state or region, judges in less populated areas.
modemiza1tion of the judicial large it was hard to notice' all
and consults with those in other
In sum, the Joint Committee systems and their procedures in the shy brorthers" but the Qone
jurisdictions whOi have fa c e d
acts
as a catalyst, bringing to- the 50 states. We have high hope sight that yours truly rememthe same or similar problems.
gether and providing a forum that the seminars will accom- bers as he tOQokleave was the
For a typical S€minar, five or for thnse who are vitally ,inter- plish this gQoal.We SDlidt the view Q1f Chuck Liberto, Jim
six areas are chQosenfOir dis- ested in a more efficient admin- suggestions and assistance of all Mead and Bob and Dick Somtheir da·tes leading
cussion, such as, simplification istratiQon of justice. Its success, interested peQopleto the end that mersand
of the cQourtstructure, CQourtad- if any, is primarily due to the our watch words "effective jus- the bunnyhop through the early
ministration, the use of judicial enthusiasm with which its serv- tice" may be a reality in every morning hours.
ED SIEGEL.
councils in the state, improved ices have been utilized by the court in the land.

JUDICIAL

Fraternity Row
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]AX PLANNING OF A BUSINESS TRANSACTION
DONALD W. COWEN
Assistant Professor of Law
Utilization of Sections 332, 334, and 337 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 by the Corporate
Purchaser of a Co rporate Business.
An owner is often unwilling
to sell a corporate business
(hereinafter referred to as the
"Old Corporation"), other than
by a sale of stock, whereas the
objectives of a proposed purchaser are usually not only to
obtain control of a profitable
business, but also to' achieve a
high basis for the assets currently held by Ole! Corporation
for the purposes of attaining
correspondingly high depreciation deductions on those assets
which are depreciable, and also
to 'ease the t-ax impact on sale
of any of the assets in the future. It is suggested that the
prOPoosed purchaser, which ds
assumed to consist of several individuals, form a new corporation (hereinafter referred to as
the "New Corporation"), which
shall purchase all the shares of
stock of Old COorporaiiOonand
cause Old Corporation to distribute its, property in complete
liquidation, all pursuant to the
requirements of Sections 332,
334, and 337, as hereinafter described. For the purposes of this
art i c I e, it will be assumed,
amOong other facts hereinafter
set forth, that New Corporation
will purchase all the shares of
stock of Old' Corpora tion in one
transaction, that"the' individuals
and New Corpora.tion are unrelated to Old Corporation and its
oWners, and that there will be
only one distribution by Old
CorporatiOon of its property in
comprete redemption of 'all its
st9ck, and not
series O'f dis,tributions.

a

An arrangement whereby seveTal individuals buy the stock
of Old Corporation, as: ,individuals, liquidate it, and then rein~orporate, has noot been treated
In this article for the reason
that such a plan would apparently be subject too attack by
the Internal Revenue Service
either as a sham ooras in fact
a reO'rganization with no resulting stepped-up basis of the assets in the hands of the new
cOorporatioon.Conference Report
on the 1954 Code, H. Ren. No.
2543, 81rd Cong., 2d - Sess.
(1954). The cO'rresponding consequences fO'r purposes O'f CalifOornia taxation are a Is 01 not
dealt with herein, but they will

evidently be similar to those
under federal law in this area,
in accordance with Sections
24502, 24504, and 24512-24514
of the Revenue and Taxation
Code.
Purchase and Liquidation
The first step to be undertaken ds to form New Corporation and cause it to purchase all
the stock of Old Corporation
(or at least 80 per cent of the
total combined voting power of
all classes of sto-le entitled to
vote and at least 80 per cent of
the total number of shares of
all other classes of stock, except non-voting stock which is
limited and preferred as to dividends), and New Corporation
must remain the owner OIfsuch
stock at all times, until the receipt of the Old Corporation
property in complete liquidation.
Section 332(b) (1). Thereafter
the board of directors OIf Old
Corporation should as soon as
practicable adopt the appropriate corporate' resoiutions authorizing the distribution of all
its assets in complete cancellation or redemption of all its
stock, and such resolution should
be adopted by all the shareholders of Old Corporation, which
presumably consist only of New
Corporation, and Old Corporation should then distribute all of
its property within the taxable
year to New Corporation. Section 332 (b) (2). In accordance
w.ith Section 6043, and its accompanying regulatiOln, Form
966 must be filed within 30 days
after adoption of the resolution4
Section 332(a) (1) prO'vides that
no gain or loss shall be recognized 'OIn the receipt by New
Corpora tion of the property distributed in complete liquidation
of Old CorpOiratiO'n, if the requirements set forth ab'Ove are
fUlfilled, but attentiO'n is directed to Reg. §1.332-6, which sets
forth the records to' be kept and
infOirmation tOibe filed with the
return of New COirporation, and
which discloses, among other
things, that the plan of liquidation must be adopted by each
00£ the corporate parties thereto, and the adoption must be
shown by the acts of the duly
constituted responsible officers,

and must appear on the official
records of each such corporation. It appears that strict cornpliance with this regulation as
wen as the code provisions is
necessary to insure the success
of this arrangement.

basis of any stock shall be
made for any distribution
made to the distributee with
respect to such stock before
the adoption OIf the plan 'Of
liquidation, for any money received, for any liabilities assumed OIrsubject to which the
property was received, and
for other items."

It is possible to comply with
the provisions of Section 332 by
the utilization of a series of distributions within a three year
period by Old Corporation in The unadjusted basis to New
complete cancellation or redemp- Corporation OIfthe Old Corporation of all its stock pursuant to tion stock is cost according to
Section 332(b) (3), but the InSection 1012, but pursuant to
ternal Revenue Service would
then require New Corporation the second sentence of Section
to me a waiver of the statute OIf 334(b) (2) quoted in full above,
limitations on assessment and this basis must be adjusted in
collection, and a bond, and so it the manner prescribed by the
is assumed for the purpose of regulations, Reg. §1.334-1(c)(4)
this article that there will be sets forth very involved and
one distribution by Old Cor- complicated rules for making
poration which shall occur with- adjustments to the basis of the
in the taxable year, as described Old Corporation stock in the
han d s of New Corporation,
above.
which are summarized as folBasis of Property
lows. The adjusted basis of such
Section 334(b)(2)
provides stock must be reduced by the
that if property is received by amount of all distributions reNew Corporation in a Section' ceived by New Corporation from
332(b) complete liquidation OIf Old Corpora tion d uri n g the
Old Corporation, and if such dis- period from the date New Cortribution is pursuant to a plan poration purchased the Old COIrof liquidation adooted after June poration stock through the date
22, 1954, and adopted not more of ado p t ion of the plan of
than two years after New Cor- liquidation. In addition, 'the adporation purchased all the stock [usted basis OIfsuch stock must
of Old Corporation, and if New be reduced by the amount OIf
Corporation
purchased
s u c h cash and its equivalent received,
stock during a period of not and by the portion of the deficit
more than 12 months, then the in earnings and profits Df Old
basi.s of the property in the COirporation during the period
hands OIfNew COirporation shall from the date New Corpora tiO'n
be the adjusted basis of the purchased the stock of Old COIrstock with respect to which the poration through the date of
distributiOin was made. These distribution in liquidation, and
requirements will be met if the the adjusted basis of such stock
time sequence outlined above is must be increased by the amount
follOlwed.It is evident that the of anv un<;ecured liabilities asfigure for the adjusted basis of sumed by New Corporation, and
the stock of Old COirporation by the portion of the increase in
which has been redeemed and earnings and profits OIfOld COIrcancelled as a result of the com- porration during the period from
plete liquidation must be deter- the date New Corporation purmined, fOorthe property received chased the Old Corporation stock
by New Corporation is, awarded through the date of distribution
this adjusted basis. The second in liquidation. Reg. q1.334-1(c)
sentence of Section 334(b) (2) (4) (vi) sets forth the proposiprOlvides:
tion that for the purpose of de"For purposes of the pre- terminint; any increase or deficeding sentence, under regula- cit in the earnings and profits
tions prescribed by the Secre- of Old Corporation during the
tary or his delegate, proper established -period, any gain or
adjustment
in the adjusted
(Continued on page 7)
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LIFE OR_ DEATH OF THALIDOMIDE BABIES
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By BILL RYLAARSDAM
one man's life is equal to ali the work of Creation."
-(The
Talmud)
between the idea
and the act
Recent newspaper accounts of babies deformed because
and the reality
fall the shadow
of the mother's
use of the drug thalidomide
have again
between the motion
-T. S. Eliot
brought the question of euthanasia
to the public attention.
A jury of 12 men, all parents but one, acquitted a young Euthanasia, or mercy-killing, can be applied to a variety of
mother, three relatives and their family doctor in a trial con- situation;
it is argued that the victim of incurable cancer
ducted in Liege, Belgium. The crime alleged to have been should not continue to live; the'
committed by these individuals was the killing of an 8-day- hopelessly deformed baby, it is what that human being is rather
said, is better off if it is merci- than what that human being has
old baby. In fact, the mother administered
a barbituate
refully put to d~ath; so~e sup- done, it becomes necessary to
sulting in the baby's death. The others were charged with porters. of capital punishment formulate a standard to detercomplicity. Strange, that a jury •
.
even develop a variant of this mine who is entitled to continue
consisting of parents would ac- good. As members of soclety.,,:e
theme: the argument runs, is it to live' and who isn't. Were we
quit a mother, who was respons- are mor: fully abl: .to eX~lblt
ible for her child's death ... or and realize the qualities of hu- not less cruel to kill a man than to draw the standard as being
was she?
manness" bequeathed to our to imprison him for life without that 'the desires of the individspecies. In return for this privi- any hope of ever being set free? ual concerned should control,
The defense attorney in his
In this article we are primar- this would perhaps be relatively
lege, society exacts certain refinal argument, addressing him- sponsibilities from each individ- ily concerned with euthanasia simple. But to justify the killing
self to the jury stated: "You ual. . . in order for society to of mentally or physically de- of the thalidomide babies, this
know, as we do, that this trial function. For violation of its formed babies, specifically the standard is patently inadequate.
should also have considered the
tenets, society can deprive a hu- victims of thalidomide. Propo- Our euthanist is in too much of
responsibility of society, science,
some doctors and all the mer- man being of his life. In reality nents of the killing of these in- a hurry; he doesn't have time
chants of infirmities who should the right to life is qualified by fants show great resourcefull- to allow the baby to reach an
ness in the development of ar- age where it can rationally debe on the bench of the accused. these social exceptions.
A human being- as differen- guments which they bring to cide whether it wishes to conMy clients are victims of tha- tiated from other forms of bear. In a recent Belgium case, tinue to live.
lidomide." (Oh, yes, I forgot to
animal life, possesses qualities where a mother was acquited on
The proponent of euthanasia
mention, the 8-day-old baby was of perception, emotional quali- a murder charge after she had
an armless thalidomide baby
now
has the burden of develop"relieved"
her
thalidomide-deties of sympathy,
pleasure,
possessing a malformed intesing a standard; a checklist of
formed
baby
from
its
sufferings,
tinal tract.)
rational qualities peculiar to
the race, to wit the ability to the main argument apparently qualities to which every baby
Two possible solutions are
perceive, formulate, relate or was that the crime was commit- has to measure up to be permitsuggested: (1) Abortion; and com m u n i cat e ideas. Query ted by "society"; the defendant ted to continue its God-given
(2) euthanasia. Abortion is dewhether a foetus possesses such was merely another victim of life. Oh, but our euthanist will
fined by Webster's Collegiate qualities. Arguably, it is not ca- this 'crime. Others have argued be very quick to point 'out that
Dictionary (5th ed), in the fol- pable of functioning in the above that the good of society is at euthanasia is only to be applied
lowing manner: "The expulsion manner.
stake: it would be useless for so- in very few situations; in other
of the human foetus prematureciety
to support so worthless a words it is going to be quite
There aire some adherents to
ly, particulrurly at any time be- the viewpoint that where the life. Or, the euthanasia sup- easy to qualify for a continuafore it is viable." Abortion may foetus develops to the point of porters maudlinly argue that the tion of life, his checklist is going
or may not be legally sane- possessing an independent cir- good of the individual should be to establish very low minimums.
tioned. For example, a mother culatorysystem,
a "human be- considered; he or she should not After all, the dub isn't going to
who is in danger of losing her ing" exists. Others look t~ the be required to continue its suf- be made too exclusive! But, howlife, may upon examination and viability of the foetus at which fering. Morality is even brought ever minimal the standards will
certification obtain an abortion. stage the foetus is said to be to bear: it is said that it vio- be, someone is going to have to
As a result the "foetus" is de- capable of sustenance independ- lates our moral code to permit develop them. Our euthanist will
stroyed.
ent of the mother. While both a person to suffer when it would usually send you 'to the doctor;
he conventionally proposes a
The question arises, whether of these views are useful in this be so simple to end it all.
there exists an inalienable right respect" they become artificial
In this paper we will examine "panel of physicians" to deterto live? If so, then the necessary when used for the purpose of these arguments. We will first mine whether euthanasia is to
conrollary is an absolute duty defining a "human life" as we show why euthanasia cannot be be administered. After all, the
not to interfere with this right. ordinarily think of one.
pragmatically justified. There- implication is, OUT "panel of
physicians" is infallible. ConThe conclusion must follow that
Some theorize that from the after we will consider the moral cededly this point cannot be arthere is no justification for capi- moment of conception if there issue.
gued since it is common knowltal punishment (perhaps there is development at all, it will be
CANNOT BE edge that physlcians and lawisn't), killing of a human being a human being. However this EUTHANASIA
yers never make mistakes.
PRAGMATICALLY
by an officer in the line of duty, reasoning is fallacious. By the
JUSTIFIED
war, accidental killings, etc. And above reasoning the sperm and
However, let us assume that
yet we observe from day to day, ovum, if they develop at all must
If it is assumed, as the pro- a fool-proof standard 'Can be dethe qualifications placed by so- be human beings, and therefore ponents of euthanasia necessar- veloped. Medical advances durciety of this "inalienable right the sperm and the ovum are hu- ily must assume, that either in- ing the last decades have made
to life." Society is said to exist man beings.
dividuals or society have a right it very apparent that 'what is a
and function for the common
to take a human life because of
,Colntinued on Pg 8 Col 1
,Continued on Pg 8, Col 3
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loss from sales or exchanges of
property held on the date of
purchase Qifthe Old Corporation
stock by New Cornoration shall
be computed by substituting for
the basis of such property a new
basis determined by reference
to the part of the adjusted basis
of the stock allocable to such
property, which is in effect the
basis of the Old Corporation
stock to New Corporation on the
date of its purchase allocated
among the assets held on such
date on the basis of their net
fair market values on such date.
Reg. §1.334-1(c)(4)(vtii)
"provides that on adjustment of the
basis of the st~ck as so provided, such basis as adjusted
shall be allocated as basis among
the various assets received (except cash and its equivalent)
both tangible and intangible
(whether or not depreciable or
amortizable), and such allocation shall be made in propertion to' the net fair market values of such assets on the date
received (i.e. the net fair market
value of any asset is: its fair
market value less any specific
mortgage or pledge to which it
is subject), with provisions made
for adjustment on account of
any liens on the property.
The foregoing discussion of
Section 334(b) (2) indicates that
although difficult problems of
adjusting the basis af the Old
CorpQiration ,stock may arise,
these apparently will not affect
the great benefi t of Section
334(b) (2) to New Corporation
and its shareholders, to wit the
attIiibutian to the' assets received
by New Corporation on the
COn;tpleteliquidation of Old CorPoration of the .adjusted basis
of the Old Corporation stock,
allocated in proportion to the
net fair market values of such
assets on the date received.
If Section 334(b) (2) were inapplicable, then the general rule
of Section 334(b) (1) would establish the basis of the assets
in the hands of New Corporation to. be the same as in. the
hands. QifOld Corporation, which
Would be much lower than the
adjusted basis of the Old CorPoratiQin stock to New Corporation, because of the prior large
depreciation deductions taken
by. Old Corporation.

Nonrecognition of Gain
Section 337(a) sets forth the
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general rule that if a corpora- purchase of all its stock, and
tion adopts a plan of complete that on such acquisition the new
liquidation on or after June 22, corporation liquidated the old
1954, and within the 12 month
corporation within the proviperiod beginning on the date of
the adoption of such plan, all Qif sions of Section 332 and was enthe assets of the corporation titled to a stepped-up basis for
are distributed in COlm pl e t e the assets: so acquired pursuant
liquidation, then no gain or loss to Section 334 (b) (2), based on
shall be recognized to such corthe consideration paid by it for
poration from the sale or exchange by it of property within the capital stock of the liquisuch 12 month period. Section dated corporation.
337(b) excludes from the term
It is especially worth noting
"property" such items as inventhe statement in Rev. Rul. 60tory, stock in trade, property 262 that "The fact that the conheld primarily for sale to cus- tinuing corporation was, origtomers in the ordinary course of inally organized by an individual
business, and certain installment
for the purpose of obtaining a
obligations.
'going business' would not opPursuant to the provisions of
Sections 332 and 334(b) (2), it
has already been pointed out
tha t Old Corporation should distribute all of its property within the taxable year to New Corporation, which presumably may
be a shorter period than the 12
month period of Section 337, but
except for this requirement
which must be followed in order that the benefits of Section
332 be obtained without the
necessity of the filing of a
waiver of the statute of limita,tions on assessment and collection, and a bond, the advantages of Section 337 may be obtained, accordingly to Section
337(c)(2)(B),
to a limited extent on the sale or exchange
at a gain by Old Corporation
of property during the period
within 12 months from the date
of adoption of the plan of complete liquidation through the
date of distribution of its assets
in complete liquidation. Section
337(c) (2) (B) limits the nonrecognition privilege of Section 337
to such an arrangement as is
present here by providing that
such section shall apply only to
that portion, if any, of the gain
which is not greater than the
excess of the portion of the adjusted basis of the Old Corporation stock allocable to the' property sold or exchanged by Old
Corporation over the adjusted
basis to Old Corporation of such
property.
Government Approval
The Internal Revenue Service
has evidently given its approval
to this type of transaction, according to Rev. Rul. 60-262,
1960-2 C.B. 114, wherein it is
reported that a new corporation
was organized in 1955 by an individual for the purpose of acquirtng the going business of
another
corporation
through
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The Eavesdroppers. By Samuel Dash, Robert E. Knowlton
and Richard F. Schwartz. Rutgers University Press, 1959.
484p. A factual study describing the practices, tools and law
relating to "eavesdropping" the surreptitious fact-collecting
affecting individual privacy. In
addition to wiretapping, this
book describes the uses of concealed microphones, high-powered telescopes, concealed and
automatic cameras and closed
erate to deny it the benefits of
circuit television.
Section 334(b) (2) of the Code.",
-xin connection with the concluding paragraph of Rev. Rul. 60Race Relations and American
262, to w.it: "In this connection, Law. By Jack Greenberg. Columthe formal steps themselves are
significant under the 1954 Code bia University Press, 1959. 481p.
and the element of purpose or Other studies may go deeper
intent is immaterial. According- into particular issues but this
ly, the continuing corporation is book provides a well-furnished
entitled to a 'stepped-up' basis starting point for each special
in the assets received, equal to
line of exploration. The author,
the adjusted basis to it of the
capital stock of the 'purchase' general counsel for the NAACP,
subsidiary corporation. See Sec- is not "neutral."
He assumes that the law's
tion 1.334-1(c) of the Income
business is not to decide whether
Tax Regulations."
racism is unimpeachable but to
Rev. Rul. 60-262 indicates that do as much as it can to elimithe desired result of a stepped- nate it.
up basis to New Corporation of
the Old Corporation assets can
* ·xHolmes-Pollock Letters; the
be achieved, but only by a strict
compliance with the require- correspondence of Mr. Justice
ments of the relevant sections. Holmes and Sir Frederick Polof the Internal Revenue Code lock, 1874-1932. Edited by Mark
and their accompanying regula- DeWolfe Howe. Two volumes in
tions, for the subjective intent One; 2nd edition. Belknap Press
and purpose of the parties are of Harvard University Press,
subordina ted if not eliminated, 1961. 359p. These letters record
and the objective mechanical the meetings of two exceptional
formal steps to be taken are the minds, each blessed with a talent for graceful, witty and insignificant factors.
cisive expression. The critic,
As pointed out above, Reg. Clifton Fadiman, has written
§1.334 - 1 (c) (4) (viii) provides ". . . these volumes recall to us
that the adjusted basis of the something forgotten these days:
Old Corporation stock shall be the charm ...
of scholarship
allocated among the various as- when it is the easy tool of men
sets received in proportion to who are more than scholars."
the net fair market values of
-x·
such assets on the date received,
*
With This Ring. By Louis H
and therefore causing an appraisal to be made of the fair Burke. McGraw-Hill, 1958. 269,p.
market values of such assets as A discussion of the causes and
of the date received would ap- pitfalls of domestic infelicity
pear to be a good measure to demonstrating the need for some
take in order to establish the reconciliation machinery in dobasis for depreciation and pos- mestic lrelations cases. A former
sible later sale of each asset, as judge of the Conciliation Court
well as to help substantiate the of Los Angeles, Justice Burke
position of New Corporation outlines the evolution of his famshould such fair mark€lt values ous "Reconciliation Agreement"
ever be questioned by the In- which is set out in the appendix
to this book
ternal Revenue Service.
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What is the moral sanction
where a foetus is aborted to save
the mother's life? Everywhere
you and I turn, we are forced to
make value judgments. Society
makes a value judgment in sanctioning capital punishment, 0'1"
justifying the sacrifice of lives
during wartime, or recognizing
self defense as "justifiable homicide." Nan action in no less
manner constitutes a value judgment. Looking a little closer we
observe that this "society" is
nothing but a social fiction operated by and for the benefit of
individuals like you and me.
Hence society's "value judgments" are really our judgments
collectively, and singly. A mother whose life is endangered is
saved at the expense of the foetus. A value judgment has been
made. The necessary conclusion
is that this foetus is relegated
to' an inferior position on the
"valuation tables of life." Yet
many opponents of abortion
state that no-one is entitled to
make such a value judgment.
In fact as indica ted abo\re, these
judgments are regularly made.
Denial of abortion under certain
circJullstances may be morally
reprehensible. This author urges
that abortion should be sanctioned only. upon substantial
medical evidence produced at a
summary proceeding, to the effect that the foetus suffers from
the effects of thalidomide 0'1"
other drugs producing the same
effects. As a further limitation,
this writer suggests that only
the parents may initiate such
proceeding.
There are those who
say
that once a concession regarding the disposibility of innocent
life is made in one sphere, it will
inevitably spread to others. They
say that inevitably this will lead
to an atheistic society or indeed
to another Third Reich. This is
fallacious, because any good
principle if carried to absurd extremes will become malevolent.
Thus democracy is evil because
this will lead to anarchy;' religious dogma is evil because, as
in the past, it will lead to inquisitions.
There (is dignity
in life,
and no less so, because a baby
or person is malformed in some
particulars. However, where the
defective individual is unable to
function as a "human being" (as
we ordinar-ily think of one), the
dignity of life lacking these inherent "qualities of humanness,"

will

It is a d van c e d that all
fellow man's life may be taken
only where such person unjustly
oppresses other individuals, or
is an aggressor against the
common good. Query who decides what is for the common
good? The very people who deny
man the right to make a value
judgment regarding euthanasia
of hopelessly deformed babies,
justify the destruction of a person possessing all the "qualities
of humanness," where such individual is said to be an aggressor against other individuals or
the common good. What are the
alternatives? Shall we let the
child glI"OW up and make his own
decision as to whether he or she
should continue to live? By this
writer's definition, such a child
would possess the "qualities of
humanness"-if
able to comprehend the situation and make a
rational dec is i 0' n pertaining
thereto. What is the social justification for allowing that which
cannot function as a human being, as we know it, to survive?
The fact of living must subserve
the manner in which we live.
A full life is not co-terminus
with length measured in days.

It is submitted that euthanasia of thalidomide babies can
be justified in only the cases
where such babies no longer pessess the "qualities of humanness." An armless baby is not
such a person as above described. The baby must be so defectively formed so as to be unable
to cemprehend .its existence--in
the same manner that a hydrocephalic idiot would be unable
to appreciate his existence. A
further Iimltation to the exercise of euthanasia is that a decision must be made to destroy
this "baby" within a few days
from birth. The value judgment
would not be vested alone in the
attending physician, but rather
a medical board authorized by
the law, upon presentation of
substantial evidence and examination of the. "baby," would
make its Irecommendation to the
proper authorities.
Thus the
above suggestion would circumvent a situation (as in the Belgium case), where individuals
were compelled to make individual value judgments.
Conclusion. The
opponents
point to the modern trend away
from the concern for the individual in favor of society as a
whole. While this may be unfortunately true, this is not an
answer to this problem; for the
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variant on our earlier question,
"Who is to set the standard?"

Continued

from

Pg 6, Col 4

hopeless case today may well be
the medical miracle of tomorrow. Examples are unnecessary.
Who is to say that through medical advances our thalidomide
babies will not be permitted to
live normal, healthy lives? And
tha t some of these individuals
may not render a contribution
to society far greater than the
potential burden to society of
caring for these drug victims?
This, of course goes a long way
to answer the argument that it
is "for the good of society" to
relieve it of these burdens.
The "for the good of society"
argument can also be attacked
by asking its proponent to define what is "the good of society?" The members of the Third
Reich were quite convinced that
it was for the good of their society to "euthanize" millions of
Jews. This is in essence but a

EUTHANASIA CANNOT BE
MORALLY JUSTIFIED

The "Thou Shalt Not Kill" of
Mount Sinai has molded our
Judaeo-Christian civilization. It
echoed in the "inalienable right
to life . . .," with which our
founding fathers believed every
man was "endowed by his Creator." It is still echoing in the
repulsion with which we consider the brutal disregard for
the sanctity of life shown in
Nazi-Germany and under Communism. This concept of the sacredness of a human life which
is so basic to our beliefs is being
insidiously attacked
by our
euthanist. If he wishes to reexamine this concept, it is his
prerogative to do SOl. But he
doesn't 're-examine the concept;
he ignores it. He sentimentally
mouths a morality of "right not
to suffer," in its stead.
The burden is on our euthanist. He has to show that our
fact of existence is not as im- basic concept that life, being a
portant as the manner in which gift of God, cannot be capriciously taken away, is wrong, and
one exists.
The defense attorney in the he has failed to sustain the
Belgium case, supra, alluded to burden.
the responsibility of society in
Our society has as one of its
permitting the drug thalidomide pillars an almost absolute reto be distributed to the innocent spect for the rights OIfthe inpublic. This ipso facto is not so dividual. I believe that this is
disturbing as the subsequent re- but an aspect OIfthe faith in the
fusal to sanction relief to these sanctity of human life. The 'curunfortunate victims. Thus a de- rent agitation in favor of one
niel OIfan abortion (under the form of euthanasia or another
suggested circumstances)' con- is indicative of an erosion in this
stitutes the real social crime. We concern for the individual in
cannot hide behind the raiment favor of a concern for "the good
of society to comfort OUT decay- of society," i.e. the good of "the
ing platitudes. The real heroes state." Society is nothing but a
in this tragedy were the 12 collection of individuals; as long
jurors who exerted themselves 1 as a concern for individual
as individuals in the face of I rights prevails, the good of socollective censorship.
ciety will be served.
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